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PART III; CHINA'S WARTIME FOREIGN TRADE
I. Ite Policy and Administrative C)rganlzatlon
Ever since hostilities started In China proper in 1937
and especially after the extension of the war to the Pacific
area at the end of 19^1 » Chinese foreign trade has been
greatly decreased. It set back the economy of China at least
from ten to fifteen years. On account of the enemy's blocka^
of the coastal ports, the loss of the resources in the
occupied areas and the lack of transportation facilities,
China's foreign trade had seriously dropped In volume. But,
with appropriate action on the part of the government due
to its sound policy In controlling both exports and imports,
it succeeded in promoting trade with foreign countries,
especially the United States, and laying the foundation for
her foreign trade in the future.
China's wartime policy in the field of tr-de v;as based
on the guiding principle of her wartime national policy
which was to carry on the war of resistance on the one hand
and to engage in the task of eoonomlc reconstruction on the
other. Hence, the government adopted such policies as the
establishment of an organization to take charge of exchange
control and the national monopoly of important commodities.
In the export trade, it was stipulated that the governm^t
would form a trade readjustment commission for rendering
e
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assietanoe to all national and priva.te export buslnesGes.
The stipulations were also made that daily necessities
would be permitted to be shipped in as usual and at reduced
customs tariffs.
dudging from the first five years of work, it was evident
that the Chinese Grovernnent had endeavored to do its best
in promoting foreign trade despite the growing difficulties.
Thus, one realizes that wartime China was mobilizing her
utmost efforts to restrict non-essential imports, to
fecilitate production and shipment of the main items of
exports to offset temporarily part of her unfavorable trade
balance and to lay the foundation for future trade expansion.
The first effect of the Pacific War on China's foreign
trade was the repeal of control measures concerning the
collecting, purchasing, storing and transporting of vrood
oil. Special duties on regional tea transactions were
simultaneously abolished. Then followed the abolishing of
monopoly and consumption taxes on salt, matches and tobacco
late in January, 19^5* was expected that the abolition
of these taxes would stimulate distribution and transportatio i
of commodities.
In order to carry on the nation's trade policy. In
October, 1937 i ® Trade Readjustment Oommisslon was set up
under the National Military Council. Its primary objects
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facilities for the Chinese exporters who found it clfflcult
to carry on their business on account of the military
operations. In February, 193S» Trade rleadjustment
Commission was reorganized and was placed under the Ministry
32
of Finance with ^ new name: Foreign Trade Commission. Its
hiJL
main functions ^re:
1. To regulate and control foreign exchange and
j
both import and export trade.
jj
ii
P. To supervise the trading operations under
jj
government monopoly. I'
3- To give assistance to private exporters in
the shipment of exp-^rts.
To make charge of government purchase of
supplies and the Implementation of barter
agreements
.
3 . To regulate matters related to the supply
and demand of various kinds of resources.
Actually the Commission had two separate tasks. The
first v/as to carry out, through its trading establishments,
the barter agreements for the government by effecting
deliveries of agricultural products in payment of foreign
loans and credits. The second was to promote trade with
friendly nations by various ways and means. The Commission !
was composed of a number of commissioners, i^ine of them
formed the standing committee with a chairman, and under him
five departments—import trade, export trade, finance,
research and general affairs, besides, under the Commission,
32 » *' China Viartime Economy^', Labor Monthly, December, 19^2
'4* »
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there were a promotion comrnlssion for the production and
marketing of agricultural experts and the three research
institutes of tea, silk, and wood oil.
I'o encourage private enterprise in the development of
foreign trade, the Ministry of Finance of China announced
the following regulations in ’-^ly, 19^4-:
1. All comoanles desiring to engage in foreign
trade should, in addition to registering with
the Ministry of Economic Affairs under the
Companies Act, submit certificates of their
traae guild or Chamber of Commerce to the i




2. Companies engaging in foreign trade and
|
registered with the Commission may aoply to I
the Ministry of Finance for documents covering *
commodities of which the imoort>^tbn and
j
exportation are subject to control.
|
3. The Commission may assist comoanies registered !
with it to get in touch with customers and '
sources of supply in foreign countries and
j
may supply international cora’-.eroial inforrnatior^.
4. Companies registered with the Commission may
apply to it for assistance In obtaining ship-
ping space for exports and imports, as well as
necessary permits.
5- Companies registered vrlth the Commission may
request its assistance in obtaining loans
from the 'Government banks.
6. Companies registered v/lth the Commission may
engage in import and export trade with the
encouragement of the Government.
reviewing these regulations. Foreign Com'^erce V/eekly,
a publication of the U. S. Department of Commerce, comments
33 • Foreign Trade I^ews'*, Cihina-America Council of Commerce
— Industry^ Augus ts, 1944
tniv acitf'l/3c'?<x ^ol nci afilioJBcc noX Jo«0'X<i ji sis.i;?
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that "informed observers believe that the ^’orelgn Trade
Commission, through the Chinese C-overnment representatives
or agencies, might be of some assistance to exporters and
importers in arranging for shipping space .Registration
with the foreign Trade Commission is not requisite to
engaging in foreign trade, but 16 merely encouraged as a
means of obtaining access to the Commission's facilities." I
There vrsre three important trading companies under
I
the supervision and control of the Commission namely the 1
Foo Shlng Trading Corporation, the Fu Hua Trading Company,
and the China National Tea Corporation.
The Foo Sh'ng Trading Corporation was organized after
the conclusion of the V/ood Oil Loan in 193^ with the
Cnlted States for the purpose of purchasing and delivering t)k
stipulated amount of wood oil each year in fulfillment of
the loan agreement. The Company also handled specific
government purchases and exported all Leading agricultural
experts under the government control expect tea. ^
The Fu Hua Trading Company was to handle the govern-
ment's trade in connection with the promotion of freight
transportation along the Yangtze and the Rankow-Ganton
Railway. It acted as a purchasing agency for the Government
in foreign countries. But in 15^2 , it was ordered to amal- i
!
gamate with the Foe Shlng Trading Corporation.
The China National Tea Corporation formerly was
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financed by the government and by private merchants. Since
194c, the government took it over and made it a governmtn t
concern under the direction of the *^ommisEion. Its main
functions were to own, to manage and to assist private
owners in managing tea estates end factories; to promote
tea plantation and production; to purchase, transport and
export tea; and to extend loans to tea planters.
J
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II. Control of Exports Imports
Control of foreign trade In wartime was considered
one of the necessary policies in many nations. China, of
course, was no exception. China's export trade, ever since
the war began, has been subject, in the main, to state
control. Under the barter arrangements with her major
allies, the Chinese Government was able to obtain foreign
loans by such an effective control of trades as was deemed
necessary to meet urgent need 6f fulfilling her contract
obligation.
Control of wood oil did not begin until 1939 following
the conclusion of an American loan to China which was to
be repaid with th6 proceeds of sales of wood oil exported to
the United States. This is a typical example. In other
v:ords, the government was on hand to monopolize certain
exports such as tea, wood oil, bristles and minerals.
The export of essentials of war and daily necessities
was absolutely orohiblted and it was absolutely forbidden to
ship commodities to places under enemy control. Consequent-ij
ly, commodities which were either restricted or controlled
,
were allowed to be exported with special permission from
|
r
the authorities concerned. Exporters had to apply to the
Foreign Trade Commission for an examlnia^tion of goods
exported, to the Export and Import License Commission of
' XM
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the Ministry of Finance for a special permit, and finally
to the Exchange Control GommlSwSlon to pledge the sale of
exchange before the shipment of articles.
The control of foreign exche.nge was another major
policy. The Chinese Government centralized the sales of
foreign exchange In the Central Bank of China and establish-
ed an Exchange Examining Committee. All payments for
Chinese exports should be made In foreign currencies and
the foreign exchange so obtained should be sold to the
Chinese Government banks. The list of commodities subject
to the restrictions of exchange control was modified from
time to time. Originally there were thirteen categories
of export commodities apart from wood oil, tea, and bristles.
Later, the Foreign Trade Commission mapped out comprehensive
plans for the effective carrying out of the task of handling
four main Items: wood oil, wool, silk, and tea. Subsidies
were granted to a number of agricultural and scientific
organizations to work on certain technical problems.
Regulation of Imports began shortly after the War in
1937 - Essentials of war and dally necessities were
encouraged by reducing their custom duties; seral-eseentlals
were permitted to enter subject to license; but the luxuries
and non-essentials were put on a prohibition list. The
reduction of Import duties for wartime essentials, begun in
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Encouragement of the importation of machinery and other
Implements and restrictions on the importation of non-essential
were the main points of China’s wartime importation policy.
To be concrete, importation of such vital articles as iron,
steel, machinery and tools, ships, petroleum products,
chemicals, scientific instruments, and many other commodities
directly or indirectly serving the war was encouraged not
only by total or partial exemption from custom duties, but
also by providing importers with the necessary amount of
exchange for purchase and shloment of the articles.
importation of unnecessary commodities for purpose
of facilitating the work of price control was permitted.
However, petitions for permits of such purchases were to be
made only by government agencies and to be determined by the
Ministries concerned. The list included; luxuries which
are neither daily necessities nor resources needed for
economic reconstruction or war prosecution; seral-lu^rles
which could not be considered as dally necessities in tha
time of war and for which substitutes of native products
are available; commodities which, though do not belong to
luxuries, drain large amounts of exchange every year and
importation of which tends to expand; and cotton manufactures,
S0> of which was in the past consigned from enemy countries |
3‘^
although they are daily necessities.
3^ China ^ear Book, I943, p .^3

46
October 27, 193^ » tbe Importation of enemy goods
v/ere banned. They were: goods from an enemy country, or
its colonies or controlled territories; goods from factories
or firms operated by enemy nationals outside of the areas
mentioned; goods from enemy invested enterprises outside of
the areas mentioned. With the exception of rice, grain,
cotton yarn and flour, all other enemy goods v/ere banned from
Importation.
The following two main llneJ of commodities were exempted
from import prohibition and were made as imports subject to
special permission:
A. War materials and mllltnry supplies, aeronautical
instruments, TUarcotic drugs, etc., etc. However,
it was specified that only government organizations
or public institutions were entitled to file
petitions
.
B. Rine wool, cosmetics cotton and artificial
silk, tobacco, wine and spirits, cosmetics
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III. Principal Irrport and Exrrort Conirr.odltles
j
In spite of her difficulties, the blockade of all i
her sea routes and devastation of many of her rich provinces^
China hsd managed to maintain a considerable volume of
foreign trade. Among the chief imports, foodstuffs ranked
first. The value rose from in 1937 "to more
than CH$ 500, 000, 000 in the years following. In 19^0 imports
of rice alone accounted for 6,500,000 quintals valued at
CH$171,000,000. There was a parallel advance in the im-
ports of vrheat flour. The shi-onents amounted to 3 >200, 000
quintals in 19^0.
Cotton and cotton products cerae next in value. Imports
of the commodities in 19^0 amounted to 2,400,000 quintals
valued at CH$?62 ,000,000. The leading sources of supply
were India, the United Ststes, and Brazil. Import of
cotton products in 1Q4o amounted to over CH$40,000,000 in
"
,
value and rose to GH$S1 ,000,000 in 19^1.
In the t.:lrd ’olace came gasoline and other liquid
fuels. The average Import value of gasoline during the
years between 193^ and 19^1 was CH$4o, 000,000. Analysis
showed that gasoline decreased from the pre-war level of
37
I
over 50 >0*^0 >00*^ gallons to about 30>000,000 gallons. It
was taken for granted that the amount of gasoline actually
I
35. ^h ina Year Book , 19^3 P* ^70
36. China's Handbook, 1937-1943, the WacKlllan Co. p .525
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Imoorted vr.s bigger than the figures given by the custom
reports if we included also imoorts by smuggling and other
illeg&l processes. Other important imports were sugar, I
machinery, tools, paper and coal.
The f ollovjing table shows the total quantities of
imported commodities from January 193^> “to September, 19^15
CGMhODITIES UNIT TOTAL
Rice and Paddy 1,000 quintals 2^,, 1^2
Wheat Flour ” 13, ^^3
Haw Cotton " ” 7,71^
Cotton Yarn ^ ” 3^9
Gasoline •’ gallons 130,716
Kerosene ” “ 222,290
Llcuid Fuel « '• 720,502
Regarding the export commodities, the Foreign Trade
Commission began in 193^ engage in the purchase and
storing of a certain quantity of exportable commodities.
Later, it was announced that a number of specified agri
cultural products were to be purch.ased. The follox^lng
table shows the value and quantity of the purchases made
.
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Tne following table shows the total quantities of
Cotnniod ities exported by the Commission from January, 193^
4-0
to September, 194-lJ






Raw Silk and 311k
Cocoons
n «t M It
Ramie
Ramie
Hides, furs and Skins



















































Following tables show China's principal exports
and imports from 1936-1941 . A glance over the lists will
suffice to show what China's exports are and what will be
needed in her future foreign trade.
. O'^ilna ^-fter Five Years of '/ar"
,
1942, p.136
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IV. American Loans to China
During vjartime, China had obtained foreign loans,
chiefly from the United States totalling U3^747,i500,000
excluding three loans from the U.S.3.R. totalling
US$250,000,000 and Oreat Britain totalling U3$6p6, 359,000.
Among these loans, the first one was the Export-Import
Bank loan of US$25,000,000. This loan announced in
December, 193^, with a view to bolstering China's morale
after the fall of Canton and Hankow, v/as limited to the
nurchase of United States oroducts of a non-military
il
nature tlirough the Universal Trading Corporations, a
Chinese Oovernment enterprise organized under New York State
Corporation laws. It was to be reoald by the sale of
Chinese wood oil in the United States. The second loan !
of U3$20,000, 000
,
announced in March, 19^0, also covered
the purchase of non-military supplies and was to be paid
by the sale in the United States of YuanA^tln. The third,
announced in September, 19^C, totalling US$?5, 000, 000
granted for the ourpose of meeting China's ourchases of
!
supplies from the United States vras repayable through
j
the sale of tungsten.
Here it should be noticed tha.t the first loan, the
I
so called Wood Oil Credit Loan, was given In December 193^
I
v;hilc the United States was still a neutral in the Slnc-
Japanese War. The loan w s entirely repaid ahead of tine,
'I
I
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It should be noticed too th<*^t shortly after the con-
clusion of the V/ood Oil Loan with the United States, China
worked out a “Five-year Plan for the development of principal
agricultural and exT:)ortable products” . This plan has been
In force since the /iumrr’.er of 19^0 . Speiglfic emphiasls is
still placed on oromoting the product lor^f wood oil In the
Southvfest, wool in the Northwest, tea and silk in the South-
east, and silk and bristles in Szechwan.
Moreover, one can see two outstanding advantages from
these loans. Firstly, as China Is an agricultural country
they v:ill stimulate and promote agricultural economic
development. Secondly, China’s best security for foreign
loans lay in her principal exportable agricultural products.
All in all, vjhen these loans were concluded, it gave benefits
to both the debtor and creditor countries because the latter
could thereby dispose of a part of their surplus property
which would otherwise have remained idle. One thing Is
certain: in these loans, both countries demonstrate their
spirit of economic collaboration, not only In war, but also
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FPRT IV: RIICEKT EVENTS AFFECTING SINO-AMERICAN TRj' DE
I. The Q,uest for ^nternatlon&l Monetary Stabilization
The meet serious problem that gives rise to economic
dlseculllbrlum is f lujictuation in the value of money. Sgfuh
fluctuation prevents the expansion of trade between countries.
Therefore, a sound monetary system le most essential to
economic equll Ibrlurn. There are two hinds of monetary system:
monetary natlons.llsra and International monetary system.
According to the doctrine of monetary nationalism, a
country's share in the world's supply of money should not be
left to be determined by the same principles and the some
mechanism as those which determine the relative amounts of
money In Its different regions and localities. An inter-
nati':'nsl monetary system Is one under vjhieh the whole^possesse s
a homogeneous currency such as obtains v/ithin seuarate countrle
and where Its flow between regions Is left to be determined
by the results of the action of all Individuals. Tliat
homogeneous raoni tary system is characterized, by the fact
thr.i.t each unit of the circulating medium of each country
could equally beiueed for payments in the other countries and
for this purpose could be bodily transferred into tlie currencj
of that country. Hence, from this point of view, it Is only
with the growth of the central banking system thp*t all the
inhabitants of a country come to be dependent on the same
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amount of more liquid asset held for thera collectively as
a national reserve. Any dlfferencep between Inter-local or
international movements of money which onl^arises as a
consequence of the variability of exchange rates cannot
tnemeelves be regarded as a justification for the existence
^3
of separate monetary system.
That a sound international monetary policy is badly
needed is beyond question. It is the best way to bring about
the resumption of orderly international trade the ending
of arbitrary exol-iange controls, bilateralism, discrimination,
and direct nationrxl control or government monopolizing of
foreign trade.
But, the crux of the monetary loroblem lies in the clash
between Internal and International requirements. The narrov;
issue of possible conflict raises the much broader question
of the choice betw'een using the .monetary mechanism to serve
the neeoB of the nation's internal economic development and
of meeting the sometimes exacting demands of the international
situation. The question is not the narrow one of when, and
on what conditions, or even whether we should return to gold
standard, but the broader one of whether it Is advisable to
return to a fully international standard at ail.
^f the above view Is sound, the world should need s
stable international monetary unit. That is the reason for
^3 . See Sllchter, Sumner ri. ; ‘’toward Stability”, Holt Co.,
B* Y.
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the establishment of an International bank. It Is authorized
to organize a clearing system for gold transactions between
central banks. The International Bank will operate a managed
international gold standard with a view to maintaining
stability of world prices, the value of gold Itself being
regulated in exactly the same manner as would paper currency
44
if gold were entirely eliminated.
The essential element of the so-called international
gold standard was the maintenance of stable exchange rates
betv/een the currencies
,
^arising from the fact that each
currency fixed its standard in terms of a given weight of
gold. In practice, it is very useful. It carried re5.ssuranc(
i
to many people and its use provided an acid test of monetary
policy the flow of gold from an unwisely managed credit r
system is a visible Indication that all Is not well with the
national economy.
Even though gold standard is requested, yet the fol-
lowing four points are still essential without which no
monetary system can be satisfactory:
1. An adequate monetary standard, which means a real
gold standard embracing three factors; a) the
standard unit of valuation must be a unit of fixe^
weight of gold of specified fineness; b) there
must be a free movement of gold into and out of
the currency sjrstem; and c) there must be free
movement of gold into and out of the country;
44. Aldrich, Winthrop W. ;’^The -Problem of i^ostwar Monetary
Stabilization”, Chase National Bank, N. Y.
,
1943
45 . Condllffe, J. B.; "Exchange Stabilization", The Committee
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0. Elastic bank notes issued by a central bank free
from government control and the influence of
politics j
3 . A satisfactory subsidiary coinage; and
4. A deposit or cheque cur'^ency based on bank depositjs
in free banking system.
As the quest for monetary stabilization is so important,
many plans have been offered during the past few years. To
name a few: Herbert Eels' s Plan is a suggestion for what might
be termed a "Trade Stabilization Budget or Eund" ; the Twentletjlh
Century Economic System requires the nartlclpatlng countries
to agree on a series of exchange rates; the Pool Clearing,
which is similar to the Twentieth Century System Plan, requires
each country to establish an international clearing fund offlcje;
the Canadian Expert's Exchange Union provides the Union to
fix rates at which it will buy and sell one member's currency
for another's; lastly, the two well-known plans—the British
Plan and the American Plan.
The ^rltlsh Plan is known as the Keynes's Plan. It
proposes to establish a currency union, Internationa) Clearing
Union, based on International bank money, BANCOR, In terms
of gold and accepted as gold's equivalent for settling inter-
national balances. The American Plan generally referred to
as the White Plan, has the main purpose of establishing a
stabilization fund. The tvro plans have their similarities
46
and differences.
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Here are the main flfeld of their similarities*.
1. Both plans have been devised to deal with
exactly the same problem, the problem of how
the nations after the war are to settle any
outstanding belances arising from their trade
and Intercourse with each other.
2. Both have a virtually identical definition of
the problems to be solved. They envisage a
world in which many countries would naturally
have, in some years at least, net unfavorable
balance of payments, but in which they v;lll
have difficulty In possessing themselves by
means of international payment acceptable to
those with "favorable balances”.
3. Both are based on the realization that it is
not enough merely to provide means for relievlnf;
the necessities of deficit countries.
4. Both acknowlege that it is impossible to have
any form of Ihternational system without lay-
ing some obligations and some discipline
constriants on the member nations.
5. Both are based on the assumption that with
provision for surmounting critical periods and
with an acceptable degree of international
discipline currency equilibrium v;lll be possible
in the postwar world.
.
6. Both aim at the removal of existing restriction*
on international trade or genuine long-term in-
vestment.
The chief technical differences between the two plans
are*.
A. Greneral technical nature; The central idea of the
American Plan is that a large fund should be collected at the
outset from which deflc it countries could acquire the supply
of foreign currency they require to meet their obligations.
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to International tr’-nsaot ions . Underfthe American ?lan, the
flr&t act of every meniher nation vrould be to pay out its
contribution to the fund, part of which would have to be In
gold. Under the British Flan, no nation has to make any
specific act of contribution; it Is only asked to leave on
any net credit balances that may accrue to it after the
acceptance of the scheme.
B. Participation and control: Under the British Flan,
the quota v^ould be based on the total of imoorts and exports.
Under the American Flan, the quote would be based on a country
holdings of gold end foreign exchange.
C. Unites and Bancor: Under t he American Plen, one*
unites would be equal to 137 B/2 grains of fine gold ( 10
United States dollars ) . Bancor is intended to be a real
International currency. It Is the essence of the British
Plan that bancor should be the legal tender between nations.
U. The role of gold: The connection of gold Is much
more direct and rigid in the American Flan than In the
British Flan.
E. Exchange rates: The American Plan provides that
charges In these rates shall be considered only when essentia
oiiily when es&ent l&l e to correction of a fundamental disequi-
librium and be permitted only v'^l'th the aprroval of 4/5 of
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F. Equilibrating adjustments* The British Plan is
more specific. The clearing union mscy recommend to deficit
countries currency devaluation; control of capital exports,
surrender of gold or other liquid balances, and any Internal
reassurances affecting its domestic edonoray which may apoear
to be appropriate to restore the equilibrium of its Inter^-
national balance. Under the American Plan, a deficit country
is to agrfee Uto adont and carry out measures recommended by
the Fund designed to correct the dieequilibrium In the
country balance of payments”.
G. Deficits and surpluses: The British Plan lays
considerable emphasis upon the equal responsibility of deficit
and surplus countries for international exchange dlsequilibrl im.
The American Plan contains no argument of this tenor.
H. Exchange control: The American Plan is explicit
in that member countries are *'to abandon all restrictions and
controls over foreign exchange transactions with ether
member countries and not to impose any additional restriction!^
without the approval of the fund” . The attitude of the
British ^*lan is less clear. The general Intention is said
to be made "blocked balance and bilateral clearing” unnecesea|ry.
I. Sterling area: The British Plan makes specific
reservation for arrangements such as the existing sterling
area. It says "there is no reason why such countries should
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II. Bretton Woods Conference and Its Influence
Two Plans, ^r. ^ihite's and Lord Keynes's, were made
the basis of the Bretton Woods Conference which began on
July 1, 19^4
,
and ended on July 22, 1944, with the unanimous
adoption by the delegates of 44 nations of the programs for
both the International Monetary Fund and the Bank for Recon-
struction and Development. The ratification of the agreementt
by the governments of all participating countries, except
Russia, means the establishing of the cornerstone for
International economic cooperation. In so doing It will
have a decisive Influence on the International trade of the
whole world.
The International Monetary Fund aims at the restoration
of conditions under which transactions arising out of foreign
trade could be settled smoothly with the elimination of
unnecessary risks and harmful pressures on the economies of
participating countries. It will promote exchange stability,
maintain orderly exchange arrangements among members, and
avoid competitive exchange depreciation. It gives confidence
to members by making the Fund's resources ayvallable to them
under adequate safeguards, thus providing them with an
opportunity to correct maladjustments In their balance of
payments without restortlng to measures harmful to national
or international prosperity.
The International ^ank for Reconstruction and Developmeni
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is designed for the purpose of making long-term productive
foreign loans to member countries out of its own funds or
out of funds borrowed from private investors, and of guranter-
ring such loans made through the investment market. All
members would share the risks in proportion to their partici-
pation. It is intended to assure funds for the reoonstructior
of devastated countries and for the development of resources
in all member countries.
The two institutions would be mutually supplementary.
The operations of the Fund would reduce the exchange risks
Involved in international Investment, and the Bank would
provide help to countries in developing their economies in
such a way as to keep their International payments in balance.
The main points of the agreements of the Fund are:
1. Each member shall be assigned a quota, subject to
review and adjustment every five years with the member's
consent. Each memher shall pay in gold, as a minimum, the
smaller of (l) 2 ^% of its quota or (2) 10% of its net official
holdings of gold and U. S. dollars as at the date when the
Fund notifies members that it will shortly be in a position
to begin exchange operations.
2. The Fund by a majority of the total voting pov:er,
however, make uniform proportionate changes in the par values
of the currencies of all members, provided each such change
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is approved by every member which has 10% or more of the
total of the quotas.
3 . ^^erabers must hold the fluctuation of their currency
values in the case of spot exchange transactions within 1%.
4-. In general, operations on account of the Fund shall
be limited to transactions for the purpose of supplying a
member with the currency of another member in exchange for
gold or for the currency of the member desiring to make the
purchase. The Fund' has the power to restrict a member’s
use of its facilities if it determines that such a member is
using the foreign exchange obtained from the Fund for purpose) 1
contrary to those which the Fund is dedicated.
5 . ^^ach member shall have 25O votes plus one additional
vote for each part of its quota equivalent to 100,000 U. S.
dollars. No less than twelve Executive Directors shall be
responsible for the general operations of the Fund. Five
shall be appointed by the five members having the largest
quotas; five shall be elected by members not entitled to
appoint directors, other than the Am.erlcan Republics; two
shall be elected by the American Republics not entitled to
appoint directors.
The main points of the agreements of the Bank are:
1. ^^embershlp shall be open only to members of the
International Monetary Fund, but any member may withdraw at
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2. Authorized crpital shall be USS’dC
,
000, 000 , 000 and
shall be divided into 100,000 obrrep. Tvjenty percent of the
subscription of each member is to be paid; the remaining
etghtly per cent shall be subject to call only xjhen required
to meet the obllgat'ons of the Bank. Tv/o 3:ercent of the
payment shall be made In gold or United States dollars, the
balance In the currencies of the member countries.
Subject to certain conditions, the Bank may guarantee i,
participate in, or make loans to any member or any political
sub-division thereof and any bufelness, industrial and Egrloul-
tura.l enterprise in the territories of a member.
The total amount of outstanding guarantees, partici-
pations in loans and direct loans made by the Bank shall not
be increasHd at any time, If by such increase the tct«l vould
exceed 100 per cent of the unimpaired subscribed capital,
reserves and surplus of the Bank. Defaults shall be met at
the discretion of the B^nk up to not more than one percent
of the total subscript ions per annum out of each member's
unpaid subscriptions.
p. Each member shall have 2^0 votes, plus one add it Iona!,
vote for each share of stock held.
It was good news that the Boards of G-overnors of the
World Bank and Fund held their first meeting on March 11
,
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United States said: If ve let world econoTnlo relations break
dovm again as they did in 1930 » *^siy not, this time, be
able to recover from the collapse”.
As far as the foreign trade of the United States is
concerned, the Bank has. a special significance. Most of the
loans made and guaranteed by the Bank in the first years of
its operations will be loans from the United States and as
such will provide an outlet for American exports. The possibl||e
amount of the loans and the rate at which they will be made
become matters of crucial importance for postwar foreign trade
The Fund would make a less obvious but no less important
contribution to maxmlzlng the future foreign trade of the
United States.
China wholeheartedly welcomes both the Fund and the
Bank. China accepted a quota of $550,000,000 although it
was felt that $600,000,000 would have been a more appropriate
figure. As to the Bank., Chins was first assigned a quota of
$550,000,000. Owing to the fact that some delegations were
not ready to accept in full the quota which they were assigned
China voluntarily accepted a quote of $600,000,000 in order
to help make the Bank a success. The Chinese government will
be prepared to stabilize and maintain the par value of its
currency and utilize as well as to protect foreign Investment
in the develorment of its natural resources. Under the pro-
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currency up to approximately $137 > 000 >000 s year for a period
of five years. This will be 6f considerable Importance in
helping; China Iron out temporary maladjustments in her balance
of payments.
Indeed, the success of the new scheme will surely con-
tribute greatly to the fostering of trade between China and
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III. United Nations Conference and Its Influences
The ^nlted Nations Charter provides the g-uidlng principle
for securing and maintaining world peace. The first meeting
of the Cen eral Assembly was held In London In January, 19^6
,
and the meeting of the Security Council Is stlll^feolng on In
New York. All peoples In the world are cherishing the hope
that the Charter will work so that world peace will last.
In relation to International trade, an Economic and
Social Council Is established under the General Assembly.
The function of the Council Is to facilitate the solution of
International economic, social and other humanitarian problemj
with a view to the creation of conditions of stability and
well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly
relations among nations. Article 62 of the Charter provides:
1. The Economic and Social 'Council may make or
lnltl\ate studies and reports with respect to
International, economic, social, cultural,
educational, health, and related matters and
may make recommendations with respect to any
such matters to the General A.sserably, to the
^embers of the United Rations, and to the
specialized agencies concerned.
2. It may make recommendations for the purpose
of promoting respect for, and observance of,
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all.
3. ^t may orepare draft conventions for submission
to the General Assembly, with respect to matterj
falling within Its competence.
4. It may call. In accordance with the rules
prescribed by the United Nations, International
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As a matter of fact, the recognition of the importance
of economic anc^ social factors in international relations is
indicated in various international declarations and agreementE
.
The Atlantic Charter pledges the furtherance of access to
trade and raw materials (Art. ^)
,
International collaboration
to secure improved labor standards, economic advancement, and
social security (A.rt.
,
the freedom of the seas (Art ~() and
others. These principles are formally subcrlbed to in the
United ^'at Ions’ Declaration of 19^2 . Elaborating the doctrine
of the furtherance of access to trade, the Eend-Lease Agree-
ments provide that final settlements shell Include provisions
directed “to the elimination of all forms of discriminating
treatment in international commerce; to the reduction of
tariffs and other trade barriers'*. The United Nations Con-
ference on ^"ood and Agriculture subscribed to the principle
of expanding economy, ’;ith the view of improving nutrition
and living' standards . At Bretton Woods International monetary
and financial co-operation was agreed upon through exchange
stabilization and assistance to capital flow aiming at the
promotion of international trade and the maintenance of high
levels of employment and real Income.
The Philadelphlla Declaration of the International Labor
Conference endorsed measures, both national and international,
"to avoid severe economic fluctuations, to maintain consump-
tion at a high level, to ensure the productive Investment of
V|
.
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all savings, to promote the economic and social development
of the less developed regions of the world, to assure greater
stability in word prices of primary products, and to promote
a high and steady volume of International trade.”
because of closer inter-relation among nations brought
about by Improved means of communication, the effect of a
nation's economic policy does not stop at its own shores or
boundaries. National policies thus become matters of Inter-
national concern. This being so, international collaboration
in the Economic and Social Council and specialized internatonjl
agencies is an essential step in the elimination possible
causes of international frictaon.
'^'o harmonize national policies with international
obligations, however. Is a difficult process. Past experlenc
has shown that, especially In the realm of trade and currency,
the temptation to disregard long-range international conse-
quence is S/trong, when governments are faced with the short-
sighted necessity of protection of the interests of their
own nationals, even when it is clear that eventually the
effect of such action Is bound to react unfavorably upon
their domestic economy. To orovlde a code for international
trade policy, therefore, is a matter of great Importance.
Detailed discussion on International trade did not take
place at that Conference; a special conference will be
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problem. But, one can find at least four basic points:
First* the principle of raising living standard, full
employment, and social secutlty as ob.Jectives to be attained
through international collaboration and national action.
Second: the principle of freer movement of goods among
nations, including (a) reduction of tariff and other trade
barriers; (b) prevention of dumpting and unfair competition;
^c^ regulation of international cartels; ^d) equal treatment
and removal of discrimination; and ^e) simplification of
customs formalities.
Third: the orlnclple of freer movement of capital and,
within prescribed limits, of labor among nations.
Fourth: the principle that industrially less developed
areas ehould receive special attention in a program of world
economic development with the view of releasing the latent
productive power and creating markets for v/orld products.
^n short, under the work of the Council, future trade
between China and the United States is bound to be fruitful
because the Council will have befdre it an opportunity to
study the v/ays and means of promoting among the United ^'^ations
the co-ooeratlon necessary to bring about an effective chanBel|i
of international trade. If we play our part properly in the
economic and social field; if we solve the problems of co-
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value of co-operation in all fields. Furthermore, the feel-
ing is that the arrangements for international economic
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IV; The ‘‘^reposed Internp.tional '“‘•rade
Conference
Closely related to the Economic and Social ^ouncil of
the United Nations Conference is the proposed international
trade conference which has a vital significance in the
future Sino-American trade, ^n fact, the expansion and
balanced growth of international trade can not be achieved
through monetary and financial plans alone. That is why
the Bretton Woods Conference recommended that the participat-
ing governments should create the necessary conditions in
the field of international trade relations for the attainment
of the broad goals the Conference had set out to achieve.
Professor Alvin Hansen has a similar idea. He advocates
the establishment of a continuing organization—an Internatloi|al
Trade Authority—which will always be on the Job to promote
45
the freest possible development of world trade. Its main
function would be to undertake a comprehensive study of
long-range programs looking toward trade policies that would
contribute to general world prosperity, and a high level of
international trade. The Authority would collect up-to-date
Information about trade oollcles currently in force in the
50
different nations.
A study of the International Trade Organization Charter
^9- Hansen, Alvin ’'America's i^le in the World Economy,
W. W. Norton &Go., 19^5> P- 9^
50. Hansen: "America's ^ole in the V/orld Economy", P. 95
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drafted by the United States i:~s die-closed on November 9i 19^5*
Member countries would undertrke the follov;ing main items’.
‘1*
1. *0 accord to products imported from other
members treatment no less favorable than ac-
corded to domestic products v/ith regard to
matters affecting the internal t£t>'-ation and
regulations of the trade in goods;
2. '^0 prcvld© for products in transit through
their territories, coming from or going to
other member countries, freedom from customs
and transit duties, from unreasonable transit
charges and from discriminatory treatment of
all kinds;
3 . To subscribe to a general definition of the
circumstances under which anti-dumping and
5.
countervailing may properly be applied to produd|p
imported from other membei* countries.
To give effect, as soon as possible, to agreed
principles of tariff valuation designed to
assure use of true commercial values as the
basis for assessing duties and to co-operate
in working out international acceptable valuatlo
principles of a standardized character;
To give effect, as soon as practicable, to agree
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cuBtoms facilities vrith a view to eliminating
requirements which afford an indirect protection
to domestic produotvS;
6 . ^0 refrain from Grovernraentally-f ins need or
organized boycotts or campaigns designed to
discourage directly or indirectly importation
or consumption protectija^ to domestic products;
and
7. To provide for adequate publicity in regard to
laws and regulations affecting foreign trade
and maintain or establish national tribunals of
an Independent character to review and correct
administrative customs action.
What is more important, the proposed conference will
request member countries to enter into arrangements for the
substantial reduction of tariffs and elimination of tariff
preferences. The elimination of preferences must be taken
in conjunction v/lth adequate measures for substantial reductloi
of barriers ^world trade and mutually advantageous international
arrangements contemplated in that conference.
Two other major advantages are the limitation of import
curbs and export subsidies. As regards the former, member
countries may establish additional quantitative import restric-
tions as an aid to the restoration of equilibrium in their
balance of payments, when confronted with an adverse balance.
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. -TrtfaX aa79v5o na rfXX.^ 5fc7no7lajo nsriW .oXnacir^nq 'Xo ^oaeliAcr
As to the letter, meraber countries undertake not to take any
action resulting In the sale of products In export markets
at a price lower than the comparable price charged for like
products in the same market, due allowance being made for
difference in conditions and terms of sale, in taxation and
other differences affecting price comparability.
The 'principles set forth in the Charter to govern inter-
governmental commodity agreements will be*, (a) Member countrle
of the International Trade Organization v;hlch are largely de-
jSendent on Imports of the commodities under agreement should
have an equal voice In determining prices, etc., with the
members who are interested In exporting the commodity, (b)
The agreements should contain provisions for assu-*^lng that
v;orld assumption of the commodity Is met '‘at reasonable prices
(c) The agreements should make certain that world requirements
are met from sources v/hich can supply the demands most effectlf’e-
ly.
In short, the establishment of an International trade
organization as a special ^nlted Nations agency Is sure to
have Important effects on the expansion of world trade. It
will certainly be of great advantage to the future trade
betv/een China and the United States.
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PART V: THE PROSPECT OF SINO-AKERICAN TR/.DE
I. Post-War China’s Industrialization
China is an agricultural country. There is little
modem industry. Taking the amount of machinery per in-
habitant in the industrial countries of northwestern
Eurooe as 100, the corresoonding index would be 4-05 for
51
the United States and only between 0 and 1 for China.
Large scale industry in China was concentrated in the
great cities along the seaboard, particularly in Shanghai,
and much of it was controlled by foreign capital.
In the postwar period, the question is of no less
importance than that of national redistribution and
utilization of the world’s resources. If/such a develop-
ment can be effected by carefully considered international
action it v;ill not only Improve the economic welfare of
China but will also bring about stability in world social,
economic e.nd political situation. According to Professor
Peffer, ’’social reconstruction In China, meaning industrial-
ization and internal reorganization on a principle of
economic quality, is a sine qua now of both equilibrium
52
in Chin- and international peace in the Far East.” If
industrialization is to be worth while in China it must
|
I
51 . Stanley, Eugene: "World tconcmy in Transition", Council on
Foreign Relations, N.Y., 1939* P- 70
52 . Peffer, Nathaniels: "Prerequisites to Peace in the Pacific
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be carried out for the purpose of producing materials and
goods to be consumed or used in the country to improve
the standards of living.
China's industrialization will have great effects on
the imports into the country. Apart from the ordina.ry
consequences of population growth and technical progress,
industrialization of the country will in the first few
years, cause a sudden increase of plants and equipments
to a level which will persist so long as industrialization
proceeds at a steady rate. In the next ten to twenty
years, the demand for imports nay rise slightly and
53
gradually come to its final level. The general situation
seems to be thet industrialization in China Ir likely to
have an expansionary effect on trade as a whole with the
United States.
Mow' it is of paramount importance to have a review
of China's resources which arr significant in her post-
war industrialization, ns well as trade. First, at the
present stage of technology, mineral resources seem to
play a more important role than agricultural. The leading
mineral resources needed for industrialization include
coal, iron, oil, and copper.
The coal resources of China are more than sufficient
for the country's needs in her postw'ar industrialization.
I
The -ircn rccourceci the>up:h I n rr nhurif^ant.j—arc neloque-t o
'53* Brown, A. J.; “ Industrialization and Trade", the Royal
^





The Iron resourcee, though less abundant, are adequate to
support a steel industry. The country Is self-sufficing
in msnagsnese and bauxite. In tungsten and antimony
China is the vrorld*s largest producer. China is very
poor in lead and zinc and comparatively roor in copper
and petroleum.
China can be roughly divided into three metallogenetlc
provinces: North China, the Yangtze Valley and South
China. In North China the old-Cambrian Schists and
gnesies are represented by the abundance of quartz mines,
in which sporadic occurrences of copoer, lead, zinc, gold,
and silver are sometimes found in subordinate quantities;
along the Yangtze Valley and Central China are found here
and there occurrences of Intrusions of diorltic rocks,
in which occur the famous contract deposits of iron ore,
in addltlonto minor quantities of copper, lead and zinc;
in South China the Igneous intrusions are of granitoid
type in which, or in the vicinity of which, occur in certain
regions immense deposits of antimony, tu.gsten, tin and
mercury. Broadly speaking, most of the famous coal mines
are now situated in regions north of the Yangtze, in which
occur also the sedimentary deposits or iron in contra-
distinction to the contact deposits of iron along the
Yangtze Valley. Increased of coal production in "Free
China" from 3 » 600,000 tons in 1937 ^,J00,000 tons in
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to about 2 1/2 times its 19^0 figure and the outi^ut of
private mines to 1 1/4 times the 19^0 amount. Naturally,
nobody can really tell the exact reserves of Iron In
China because the survey is quite Incomplete. In the
early thirties, when the Chinese Ceologlcal Survey published
its fifth general statement on the raining Industry of China,
it reported that China ^ad about 1,000 million tons of




The following tables show the reserves of coal, iron
petroleum (excluding shale oil), copper, bauxite, and
manganese in China, the United States and the Soviet
56
Union.














U.S.A. 3,339.000 3,000 20,000 4o 4o 1.5
Russia 1,500,000 10,555 2,500 10 10 SO
World 5,665,000 72 , 600 32,000 154 1.136 130
(In Percentage of ’World
)
Coal Iron Petroleum Copper Bauxite Manganese
China 11.4 2.2 ^.7 2.6 24.4 3.5
U.S.-^. 45.4 11 64.3 26 3.5 1.4
Russia 17.3 15 5.7 6.5 1 61.4
World 74.1 25.2 77.7 35.1 o^CVJ 66.7
5 ^. "Mineral Hesources of China", G-eographlcal Heview, October,
56. "Contemporary China", Vol. IV. No. 4
54. National Resources Development Report for 194o, Part I
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As cool pnd Iron are the staple mineral commodities
for industrial economy, en exair.lnf=ti on into thei r reserves
in terms of per capita and per unit area is epproorlete
.
The following table gives the results of such an examination;









China 2,152 222,670 3.7 361
U.S.A. 30,960 1,270,000 64 2647
Russia 9,450 196,750 65 1336
World 4 ,s43 llt-3,500 4o 1244
The following two tables shovf China.’ s productions
before the Sino-tXeprnese v^ar. It clearly indicates that
China must, in the first place, industrialize her country.
(In
Production of 193^
1,000 tons, except petroleum in 1,000,000 barrels)
Coal ^ of
World
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Next, tungsten occuplee b. position of greet importance
In the mining industry cf China. For a number of yeers
since the first World V.’ar China's production of tungsten
has occupied first olace in the world. The abundant
supply of tungsten ^n Chine should guarantee a smooth
57
development of the machine tool Industry. Other mineral
resources on the list will be tin, mercury snd antimony.
Naturally most of the tin and mercury productions are
for exports. During the last world war China contributed
5? per cent of the world's production of antimony. In
the ten-year program of China's post war industrialization
5«















China's agricultural resources will be the chief source
of China's food supply. Together with mining industry, agri
* Including Northeastern Provinces.
i 37 * ”Chlna at War", Chinese News Service, N.Y., A-ugust, 19^5
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culture will also be d major source of supply for raw naterls
for rnanufacturlnis Industries. Most light Industries have to
acquire their raw materials from agricultural sources. The
elgnifica.nt role that agriculture plays in the process of
industrialization is that it provides ourchases of goods mad<
in industrial plants. There is no doubt that in the process
of industrialization, China will see that farm machinery
and chemical fertilizers are introduced into agriculture.
Last^but not the leasts point Is that agriculture may, throug]i
the export of its products, help to start industrialization.
Tbe agricultural production in China consists -largely
of crops, which alone use up nine-tenths of farm land (69-6^
Is
59
compared with 4l.9/^ in the United States. The most IraportenjJ
Chinese farm crops are rice, wheat and cotton. But from the
point of view of meeting the need of China's Industrialization,
the great handicap on Chinese agricultural output, aside froiji
the limited supoly, is sporadic, unorganized production. In-
dustrial crops are not graded or standardized. The f *. ilure
to coordinate agricultural and industrial development has lt|i
serious repercussions on national production.
Therefore, in agriculture as well as in industry, the
chief problem is to make the benefits of modem science and
technology available to the fsrmer. In other words, it is
here that industry can play a decisive role. Sufficient
59”^ F^ong, D: "Postwar Industrialization of China", China
Institute of Pacific Relations, 1931
>
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production of the rijrht fertilizers and insecticides, plus
cooperation of the part of individual farmers, particularly
in regard, to oroper irrigation, could boost crop production
50> in no time.
Besides, Isnd reform In Cnlna Is necessary. The system
of land ownership in China varies from orovlnoe to province,
even from district to district, in size of holdings, in
type of crops, and in conditions of rent. Chinese Govern-
ment accepts the general principle that eventually the
tiller should ovm the soil, but the Government has also
decided that such changes in land ownership shall be carried
out in a legal way.
The development of Industry and agriculture are
mutual in benefits. It will be setting the cart before
the horse if industry is to develop without simultaneous
improvement in agriculture. There v/111 not be forthcoming
industrial ra\j materials from the farms, nor v.'ill there be
a prosperous farming population essential to the develop-
ment of a large domestic market to support the modern
industries in China, if you do not do so.
The quest of post war industrialization is so urgent
that a definite program has been drafted by economic and
technical experts in China. Dr. Wong, Minister of Economic
Affairs, outlined a ten year program which, in his opinion
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enough to be within the means of the oeoole . Some of the
6o



























In order to carry on her poet war industrialization,
China must be provided with an economic environment within
which a large-scale economy of a modern order can function.
Above all, she must be equipped with a modern system of
transport which will bring within reach of her undeveloped
resources and materials from other countries for Industry.
The recent estimated figures by the Ministry of Coraraunicatlorils
call for 3*^ million metric tons of materials at an estimated
cost of U.S .$663 million to restore transportation and
communication lines. The following list shows the import
requirements for transportation and communications during
6l
the first eighteen months beginning from 19^6.














ku o -he ng : "China Enters the Machine Age“
,
Harvard
University Press, 19^^, Ghapter III.
61. Estimated by Ministry of Communications, published in
'China Trade Hcwb"
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Items First Ten years Ultimate Coal
Hallv;ays 20,000 riles l40 , 000 Milel
Highways 253,000 « 1,500, 000 M






570 " 7,677.210 11
Steamship 7,043,300 Tons 14
,
417,400 Tons
Various Machinery 11,650,000 Units 11,500,000 Unit
Telephone Lines 9,000,000 oalr-klra 36,000,000 Pair





CorTimerc lfi-1 Planes 12 , 000 120,000
Ports 700 Stations 1,200 Stal
Water Power 2
,
000,000 KW 10,000,000 KW
Housing 10,000,000 Units 50,000,000 Unll
Textile Machinery 299,830 Units 999.^00 Unil
Hospitals 82,100 162,200
Yearly production after the tenth year of major raining,















Auto Cpr Tires 2,000,000 Units
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In practice, the orlnclples of China's postwar industrla||l-
isra must be based on international, financial and technical
cooperation. An undeveloped China with its rich ap:ricultural
mineral resources and unlimited raanpov/er would bring inter-
national conflict over her control. In modern warfare, sn
agricultural land must inevitably surrender to an industrial
land. All in all, Inte’^-nat ional cooperation and foreign
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TIE FRCSFEGT CF Af'ERICAN IKVESTf^ENTS
Before the wor, American investments In China were far
overshadowed by those of the Brit ish^Japanese . The total
amount foreign investments in 1931. f'or instance, was
a ''proximately U . S
. $3 >2^0 ,000,000 according to a study of
Professor C. F Remer. Of this Great Britain and Japan each





















Most of the Investments were cheifly of tv/o forms: (l)
direct business investments and (2) government obligations.
The former amounted to U. S. $2, 500
.
000,000 about three-
fourths of the total and the latter amounted to US. $710,000,0
about one-fourth of the total. They are*=

















The business Investments by the United States was
an-^lyzed by Professor Remer as follows:
Total business Investments—US$155 . 122 , 77 ^
Deduct: Property from vjhlch






'’The ^Prospect of Foreign Tnvestments in China"
,
Contemporary
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2,100, 000Investments of i4o small
firms
Leaving






Among the business investments, it is shown in the
follov/ing table that the import and export trade the
first About 100 of the firms are engaged in it and




AMERICAN BUSINESS INVESTMENTS IN CHINA CLASSIFIED











a) . Aviation, railway
equipment, etc.











2. Public Utilities 2 • 9 35,200,000 23.4









2S 1/3 13.3 20,509,095 13.7
5. Banking & Finance 9 4.2 25,320,2S0 16.
g
6. Real Estate 10 '+.7 S, 47S, 24o 5.6









213 100.00 150.227,97s 100 . 00
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American Investnients In China suffered drastically
froin the effects of the Japanese invasion and from a currency
exchange depreciation of Si percent during the first four
years the war At the close of 19^'- these Investments
had been down to $46,000,000 and China declined from second
to fifth place in importance in American A.siatlc Interests.
The investments in public utilities, food-stuff s , petroleum,
and banking establishments, nevertheless, remained large.
The direct investment of American companies In China regis-
tered under the China Trade Act only totalled $1,700,000 in
1940 .
Since the conclusion of the Chlnese-American treaty on
January 11, 19^3. which ended the century-old extraterritorial
system, the American Investment In China has come to a new
=ind has become a topic of great public interest. Naturall
China will welcome foreign investment. For the benefit of
y.
foreign Investor, the Central Executive Committee of the
Chinese Covernment passed thtfollowing resolution on
September 11
, 19^3 *
“Be it resolved that, to shov; a spirit of close
cooperation with China's friendly powers, all
restrictions applying to Chinese-foreign enter-
prises fhall be revised. Hereafter, no fixed
restriction shall be placed on the ratio of foreign
capital Investment In .lolnt enterprises. In the
organization o a Joint Chinese-foreign enterprise,
the chairman of the board of directors shall be a
Chinese, but the general manager need not necessarily
be a Chinese. The foregoing terms of cooperation
shall become effective after an agreement by the part’et
LI Choh-mlng: “Chlaa's International Trade Statistics" (in
Chinese) Nakal Sooial Economio Quarterly. A.prll . 1940
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concerned has been reached and the aoproval of
the Chinese G-overnment secured. At the same
time aliens, in accordance with Chinese laws
and regulations, and having received the sanctions
of the Chinese Government, may finance their own
enterprises in China. Negotiations for foreign
loans for state enterprises shall be centralized.
Private individuals may negotiate foreign loans
for their own enterprises and such loan agree-
ments shall become effective following the approval
of the Government. The Government shall determine
at an early date which categories of state enter-
prise may accept foreign Investments and which
categories may seek foreign loans.”
In the International Business Conference, v/hlch
met In Rye, New York, on November 10-lS, 19^^
»
the C'^inese Delegation oresented the views as to
the nature of foreign investments in G-.lna, source
of repayment, social objectives of capital and
taxation.
Nature of Investment— (l) Long-term credits: Chinese
industrialists who plan to buy machinery • nd equipment
nsturally cannot make 100^ cash payments for same. They
will make part payments and e-xpect the manufacturers to
extend long-term credits
,
such credits to be reduced by
’nstallment payments extending ever a period of ten or
fifteen years Such payments should be based on mutual
agreements between manufacturers and buyers. (2) Direct
Investments; A. Foreign nationals may, in accordance with
the stipulations of the basic orlnciples cf our temporary
treaties, establish branch factories, branch business
houses, or independent business enterprises. They will
receive due protection under the Cf-lnese law. B. Foreign
investment with Chinese participation: (l) No restriction
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(2) Managements and teohniolans can be brought In v/ith
the Investment.
Source of repayment --China should expand her export
of agricultural and mineral products as well as miscella-
neous specialized commodities as handcrafts, and should
also endeavor to export her finished oroducts abroad.
China v/ill encourage more overseas Chinese remittances.
China will create a foreign exchange to pay for her
imports tlons
.
Social objectives of capital—1. The investors should
have the objective of working toward the social v/elfare
of the debtor nation, such as improvement of the living
condition of the masses. The demand for goods necessary
for the betterment of the livelihood of the Chinese people
will provide a good merket for domestic and foreign
products 2. The borrowers should live up to the good
faith of their suggestions. The arbitration body can use
moral persuasion as well as legal procedure. It will also
settle disoutes between Chinese and foreign partners.
Taxatlon--In order to encourage foreign investment,
China will provide a sound and simple taxation system to
treat foreign Investors exactly the same as the Chinese
Investors
.
China’s new law regulating the activities of foreign
business firms has been revised to exclude a provision
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companies opereti- g exclusively in China. The Chinese
Government has acted to enable the China Trade Act conpanies
to continue to carry on. The nev; lav/ will shortly come into
effect as soon as the final legislative revisions are com-
pleted by the legislative body concerned. On March 4, 1946,
the National Government issued the temporary foreign trade
regulations which, is used In conjunction with temporary
regulations governing foreign exchange transactions. It
has been welcomed by American ard Chinese businessmen as
spelling a healthy future for China's economy. It establlshe i
three classifications of imports: unrestricted, licensed,
and prohibited. In tl'B prohibited category are all products
made v/nolly of cotton, and silk wearing apparel and a long
list of luxuries ranging from powder puffs end perfumery to
embroidered goods and others. Foreign goods requiring
import licenses include the less expensive types of passenger
automobile, sugar, kerosene end motion pictures. All
articles not listed as licensed or prohibited may be imported
without restriction, but watcVies, wines, beer, spirits,
cigars, Jewelry and other ornaments are subject to a 5^/^
luxury surtax on the existing tariff rates. A Temporary
Import Planning Committee under the Supreme Economlo Council
v/ill determine p coordinated Import program based on three
factors—China's capacity to Pay in foreign exchange and
Chinese currency, the degree of need or usefulness of a
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,
there are Indications that under these
clrcu;nst ances Americans v/ill he prepared to invest suhstantl4l
sums In the development of industries in China. It is
anticipated that post\rar A.merican investment will assume
these forms:
1. Investment In Chinese state enterprise--!! is
certain that railways w'll he a state enterprise; it is
probrhle that air lines, public utilities, rnd iron and
steel works vrlll be state-controlled, though they may not
be state-owned and state-operated. In all these fields
the Chinese Covernment will welcome American investment,
which may be in corporate stocks or fixed-interest-bearing
bonds under the protection of the new regulations discussed
in the preceedlng paragraphs.
2. Investment in Chinese private industry— such as:
textile ’ndustrles, the i' ood Industries, the metallurgical
industries and many others In these industries China
will have to Import modern machinery and equipment.
Chinese private corucratlons ’./ill v/elcome American Invest-
ments, either loans or capital shares.
7 . Direct business investment--Sub,1eot to Chinese
la'ws and regulations, American corporations, completely
under foreign direction and managements, will be permitted
to do business In China. They will be treated on the same
feiiT N^'a’-s released by the Chine re Nev/s Service, Sa 263.
March 11, 19^6
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basis as Chinese private oorporations . Before the war
there were many foreign factories and a considerable
number of import and export corporations in China. These
will be fully protected.
In short, the Chinese themselves have time and again
expressed the hope that China, may become an Industrial
nation through the effort of international co-operation.
American investments in China will surely play the
leading role.
\* .V
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III. PCSSIP.Li: I-vTORTS FROM TrTi: UNTTFF STATES
Tt Is obvious that a turning point has been reached
In Slon-American trade relations. The programs of
the past are beginning to be crystallized into definite
plans for action.
Vfhat will be the possible imports from the United
States in the immediate future years of the post war
era, tii'er.? They may be seen In Chapter I of this same
part, China's post war Industrialization. Things required
|
!
in her industrial development will be needed urgently. i
In the first place, no doubt, the moat important item
will be machinery and tools. For example, the Chinese
want to build s transportation and communications system.
China has less than 20,000 miles of railways end about
75.000 miles of highv^ays, only 4-0^^ of which ere surfaced.
No more than 1,000,000 gross tons of tnerchanjt shipping
are operating and much of the tonnage has been destroyed
by the war. Tele-communications facilities are even poor.
j




To meet the minimum need of an improved transportation ,
I
and communications system in China, it v:ill require many
!
thousands of tons of steel rails « nd of locomotives, freight
9S
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and passenger cars, merchant vessels and air-plane, great
merchant vessels and hulldlng equipments. Electrical




although China is an agricultural country
yet her way of production Is not modern or scientific.
She must Increase her agricultural production and improve
its quality. American agricultural experts who have been
in China believe that through Improved methods the yield
per acre and per man can be Increased several fold. This
will require extensive use of farm completents, fertilizers,
and insecticides, irrigation equipment and improved seeds
and live stock. In the initial phases of her development,
China must buy large quantities of these products abroad.
Therefore, it is estimated that for machinery alone, in the
first three years, China will spend abroad around US-9




The war has created a great shortage of textile goods
in China. Like cotton, petroleum products will continue
to depend upon foreign sources of supply before the trans-
portation facilities are restored so as to bring these re-
sources Inland. Other Important items are cereals and flour;
chemical products; paper and paper products; housing
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mater lals such as timber; end many others.
In his latest bock, *^Chlna‘s Post War Market”, Mr. Chlh
Tseng gives a complete analysis of the postwar trade of
China with detailed explanation. An estimate of China’s
postwar imports are classified into three Important groups,
namely: capital goods, producers' goods, and consumers'
goods. The following lists show the possible yearly values
70
of postwar imports for China proper, Manchuria and Formosa.
I. Capital Goods (yearly value in US$1, OOO)
Items China Proper
Machinery and tools ? 67,200
Iron and steel 40,000
Railway equipment 20,000
Non-ferrous metals 6,000
Automobiles and bicycles l4,000
Airplanes and ships 4,000
Timber 12,000
Cement and related prod. 2 . 000














$"46,500 ^9 , 000$2W70 >0
Items
II. Producers' Goods
(yearly value in US$1, 000 )





Rubber «Sc Rubber Goods
Coal and fuel
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For further explanation see Tsang, Chih: “China's Postwar
Market”
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(yearly value in U 3#l, 000 )
Items Ihlna Proper Manchuria Formosa Total
Food, beverages and to-
bacGO, oereals & flour $ 27,000 13,000 2,000 42
,
00 ( 1
Sugar 5,000 1,000 6,00(1>
Tobacco ^,500 1,000 1,000 6,500
Fishery and sen products 3,000 3,000 1,500 7,500
Fruits and Vegetables 1,500 3,000 2,000 9 , 50(»
Canned Goods and animal
products 3,000
Medical substances 2,000 2,000
Wine and beverages 500 1.000
.
.300 i.goo




(yearly value in US$ 1 , OOO)
Items China Proper Manchuria Formosa Total
Cotton piece goods
and cotton yarn $ 25,000 15,000 5,000 45,000
Woolen goods and yarn 4,000 ^,000 100 7,100
Rayon goods 5,000 ^^,000 9,000
Flax, ramie, hem and
Jute products 5,000 5,000 1,500 11,500
Paper and Paper Products 15,000 C,000 1,500 22
,
50( 1
Hides, leather and other
animal substances 1,000 1,000
Glass and chlnaware 1,000 goo 300 2,100
Fats, oils and resin 1,500 1,500
Photographic goods 2,000 500 2,500






Total. . 00to bg", 700 19,700 174,900
Grand Total . «37'^,700 152,200 52,000 573,900
Pj the above liets, the postwar imniedlste
needs in importation to China v/lll be:
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1 . Machinery and Tools US$90
,
200,000

















7 . Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals 34,000,000
a. Paper and Paper Products 22,500,000
9 . Timber 16,000,000
10. Raw Cotton 15,000,000
11. Flax and Jute Products 11,500,000
12. Rayon Goods 9,000,000
7,500,000l"^ Fishery and Sea Products
Woolen Goods 7,100,000
15 - Non-ferrous Metals 7,000,000
These are the first fifteen main Items among imports
for China. .The values estimated were based on the prewar
price level. Probably a '^0% to 5^^ Increase should be
given to each figure In terms of postwar prices. All In
all, China has great need for American goods especially
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IV. Principal Exports from China To The United States
|
The trade between China end America is of a complementary
nature. America will be in a position to export capital
goods urgently needed in China's reconstruction and in-
dustrial program. China's export to the United States
will consist mostly of agricultural products. Among the
long list of commodities, China's chief exports will be
soybeans, wood oil, tea, silk, bristles, and wool.
Soybeans The average export value exported from
Manchuria between the year 193^ 193^ §64-, 330|000*
For many years soybeans have been Manchuria's most important
export and will probably remain so in the postwar period.
It is grown in northern Manchuria as well as in Southern
Kwangtung. Contrary to the wide-spread American belief,
there are more produced in China south of the G-reat Wall,
than in Manchuria. It is because Manchuria has a population
of only 35 million, that its 200 million bushels give a
It
considerable surplus for export.
Wood oil Generally speaking, about of China's
wood oil exports in the prewar years went to the United
States. In 1937 > value of wood oil exported to America
reached U 3^26, 300,000. The first shipment of wood oil
arrived 3n the United States in 1369 with an invoice value
of «62. The record shows that the total amount Imported
||
7/. Yu, Tsune-Chl: "Economics Geographic Problems in Manchuria",
America Book-Stratford Press, Inc., N.Y. 1924-, p.5^
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in the season of 1369-1^70 3^1,000 pounds. Fourteen
years later, 13S3-1^34-, the amount of imoort Increased
tc one million pounds. It exceeded the level of 5 niillion
pounds in 1903-190^ • After that period the growth was
rapid, reaching 53 million pounds in I9IO-I9II, I07 million
ocunds in 1923, and the top figure of 175 million oounds
1%
was reached in 1937* ’^ith the outbrea.k of the war in 1937
»
the annual production of i.;ood oil in China v/as e round
150,000 metric tone about 2/3 were oxrorted to the United
States, ’irlth its shipment as a security, a credit of
<^25, 000, 000 was arranged in 193^ with the Export-Import
Bank of Washington. It was paid nearly two years before
the last installment on the loan was due. It proves the
need this product. The United States annual consumption
is well over 100,000,000 pounds and there are no substitu-
tion for it. Along the Gulf coast, from Florida into
Texas, are nearly 200,000 scattered acres of v/ood (tung)
plant. But the tung tree is hard to raise in the United
States soil and climate. It is reported that no satis-
factory substitutes have yet been found which can equal
wood oil at economic price levels.
Tea— -^'ariy centuries ago China oioneered the develop-
ment of tea Industry. With characteristic throughness
methods of oroduclng tea which became famous throughout
now Bang: '‘History of Tung Oil”, China Monthly April 19^5
”Tung Oil Wanted”, Time, April, 19^2
17
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the world, and until the early 13SO' s China was the world’s
largest tea exporter. In that decade her annual exports
totalled 2 JS fOOO ,000 pounds. Then a steady decline set in.
Year by year China shipped less and less tea to world
markets. During the decade commencing with IS90 her export
of tea averaged 222,000,000 pounds. In the next ten years
the amount had shrunk to 1^^,000,000 pounds and until
finally in 19^0 her exports reached an all time low of
76,000,000 pounds. Phis was due mainly to the slow improve-
ment of the quality of tea, and also to the competition of
India, Ceylon, Java and Sumatra. But in recent years the
Chinese National Tea Corporation is employing the foremost
experts obtainable, not only in actual tea making but also
in research, marketing and promoting methods. China produces
normally about 900> 000,000 pounds of tea annually. This is
nearly half of the eleven tea grown countries in the world.
As a result of the war, less will be available from the
ii-ast Indies. Therefore, in the immediate postwar years,
China should have an excellent opportunity to increase
her tea business if she is Ir^a position to ship tea in
quantity. Besides, the return of Formosa will also increase
the available supply of tea for export.
Silk China will continue to export silk because
there will be less supply from all silk producing countries.
China will, at least, retain her old position relative to
•. "The China Economic^ Annual"
,
The Asia Statistics, published
ill Tokyo, Japan, 1941 p. 100 =— ^
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Jar>an and other allk-producing areas, and vlth Japanese
silk losing In oopularlty, drlnese silk should have a
good opportunity to regain some of the lost ground of the
past, f^ost Chinese Industrialists confidently believe
that If silk production can be extensively boosted, about
200,000 quintals may be exported to the United States
annually. Assuming that silk may be sold at per
quintal (about USi?2.3 i-'er oound)
,
the annual silk export
to the United States v^ould be '..'•orth US:^l40,000,000.
Brirtles Before the war, the average export of
bristles for 0 Ina prooer was v7»215,000. America needs
7^
at least 5»000,000 pounds of brlstleu a year. The post-
war trade for bristles depends on two factors: the amount
of reduction and the development of substitutes In
consumption areas abroad, for the first question, bristles
for export grow on old hogs, and hogs will not be allowed
to grow old if people can afford to ert them young. Chinese
bristles wliy 'alntaln their quality. As regards the sub-
stitutes, the most serious threat will com'^'th? synthetic
A
field, as synthetic bristles. So long as the price of
the Chinese bristles does not stand too high above the
mice of synthetic bristles, wide uses v/lll no doubt
"The China N^onthly,'* C Inese News Service, N.Y.
Dec. 19^4-5, p. 27
yfe. Foreign Commerce Weekly, July II, 19^0, p. 10
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continue to obtain for the natural quality. By stabilizing
the orlce of bristles and standardizing their lengths in
such a way as to meet the specific needs of manufacturers,
it is believed that Chinese bristles, by virtues of their
unique qualities, vill stccnd a good chance of revival in
competition with synthetic bristles.
Wool The chief producing districts are Inner Mongolia
and the Northwestern provinces. Most Chinese wool is par-
ticularly suitable for and chiefly used in making carpets
and rugs, about of which were shipped to the United
77
States in the prewar years. During the war considerable
quantities of wool have been accumulated In the Interior
and will be available for export once the transportation
routes are restored to normal condition.
In addition to these five Chinese exporteble produets--
tung oil, silk, tea, wool and bristles which used to make
up no less than 7*^ ^er cent of China's total export, tin,
tungsten end other mineral resources are exportable as
described in Chapter I of the same part. Mr. Chih Tsang
also gives an estimate of China's postwar exports in his
book—-China's Postwar Marketl--which summarizes the China's
7S
main exportable Items as follows:
77„ LI Choh-ming: "China's International Trade Statistics" Nakal
Social and Economic Quarterly, April, 1937




I. Agricultural Products (yearly value In US5l,000)






















Cotton seed oil 1,200

















































II. Forest and Animal Products
(Yearly value In US^1,000)
Item China Proper Manchuria Formosa Total
Furs and skins 12,000 000 15,000
products 10,000 10,000
Silk, raw, wild
and v/aste 9,000 1,000 10,000
Bri sties 6,000 1,000 7,000
Sheep wool 6,000 6,000
Feathers 2,100 2,100
Sausage casing 2,000 2,000
Cattle hides i, 4oo i, 4oo
Timber 00 1,000 1,300
Campnor 1,200 1,200
Camel wool 1,000 1,000
Human hair and nets 1,000 1,000










(Yearly value in US$1,000)
Item China Proper Manchuria Formosa Total
Tin S,000 S,000




Copper ores 2,000 2,000
Salt 300 1,000 1,300
Iron and steel 1,000 1,000
Ammonia sulphate 1.000 1.000
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IV. Manufactured and Handmade Products
(Yearly value In US$1, 000
)
Item China Proper Manchuria Formosa Total
Linen ^oods 5,000 5,000
/ool carpets and
rugs 1,500 1,500
Silk piece goods 1,000 1,000
Silk pongees 1,000 1,000
Cotton yarn 1,000 1,000
Cotton and textile
goods 1,000 1,000
Curios and antlaues 1,000 1,000
Hats 500 4oo 900
Alcohol 500 500




Fire works 100 100




US$20, 000 10,000 5,000 35,000
GRAND TOTAL.
.
US$178, 600 113,500 60,000 352,100
At a glance of the above lists, the first ten, items






Furs and skins 15,000,000
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The growth of America's trade v;lth China may be traced
from the original venture into the Port of Canton vdiere
foreigners were hedged about with irksome restrictions, down
through the opening of the Treaty Ports, on to present-day
conditions. The adventure of the ships which rounded Gape
Horn bringing furs to trade for Chinese goods constitutes
the opening epoch in the long history of Slno-Aimerloan trade.
American commission houses were gradually estabXlshed In
various big cities in China to care for the increasing trade
and to obtain information.
During the eighteen years from the end of China's first
war with Japan to 191^» foreign investments in China were
considerably expanded. The first World War gave the Chinese
an opportunity to start their own enterprises since Imports
from Europe and the United States were almost completely
stopped. Among the most successful that came into being
were cotton and textile mills, flour mills and machine shops.
However, owing to the limited capital available, these
Industries were necessarily run on a small scale. V/ith the
occupation of Manchuria by Japanese in 1931 China's export
was greatly reduced. The last World War caused further losse i
to China's young industries. But, as a result of these globa .
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In their wake, people are becoming Increasingly aware of the
fact that among the factors tha.t made for international
prosperity, not the least is foreign trade.
Limited as have been the benefits of foreign trade on
China's economic development, they have shown the way a new
economy should be organized. Events of the war years have
convinced the Chinese people of the immediate necessity of
developing their natural resources. History also has taught
them the Important lesson that a balanced economic development
can only come about when change is engendered by forces within
the country, ^n other words, the Chinese realize that there
must be a plan for post-war program of reconstruction which
should aim at a logical and coordinated development of trans-
portation, industry, raining, agriculture among many other
things
.
In order to carry out that program, China will require
the assistance of a large amount of foreign capital, without
which the rate of industrialization vrlll be too slow to meet
the country's needs. For this reason, the Chinese Oovernraent
has passed a set of new regulations containing, among other
provisions, the following tv;o important points: first, the
abolition of the rule that Chinese capital should constitute
51 per cent and foreign capital only ^5 per cent in any Joint
enterprise; second, the abolition of the requirement that
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The revision of Chinese Company Law will eliminate discrimin-
ation against American companies and improve the prospects
of trade betv/een the United States and China.
^t is a significant fact tnat American buslness/men
and Industrialists have never before been so keen about
developing foreign market as the means of absorbing their
surplus capital and materials. They understand that China
will want machinery, tools and finished products. But they
also believe that China can not continue to buy American
goods for any length of time and on any basis v/orth measuring
unless the United States will purchase from China or extend
dollar credits. American needs pdequate supplies of raw
materials. "Stuff for stuff" is to the advantage of the
United States because if a nation wants to sell it must also
buy. They know that however impressive the world trade may
become, alone it cannot guarantee domestic orosoerlty.
Naturally, China is going to pay back foreign capital
with her export. Her export trade before the war consisted
mainly of agricultural products end a certain 'amount of
minerals. From now on, China will be able to add new article
for export, but in the immediate years to come she must expor
again agricultural products and minerals. V/ith the elimination
of Japan as an industrial power in the Far East, a commercial
vacuum will be left in the areas formerly dominated by
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When her industrialization is well under way, new and better
products can be exported and new market cultivated. Reversellly
in pre-war period, Japan and Geivtiany were the two biggest
selling countries in China, It is obvious that from now on
the United States will expand its exports to China, supersed-
ing the trade of Japan and Germany.
Furthermore, with the establishment of the International
Fund and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
the Economic and Social Council of the United Nation Organiz-
ation, and the proposed International Trade Conference, the
relationship of Sino-Amerlcan trade v/ill be more intimate
than ever before. An international stabilization fund v/lth
large resources would obviate the necessity for a redistri-
bution of international assets and might contribute sub-
stantially to confidence In national currencies. While some
nev; international monetary machinery may make an effective
contribution to international monetary stability in the short
run, the effective basis for such stability must be found in
a revival of lensL-term capital movement. In that case, the
Bank will fullfll the need. With financial aid from the
Bank, China will speed up her economic reconstruction and
will increase her exportable products. The proposed Inter-
national Trade Organization would be expected to work closely
with the Fund and. the Bank as v/ell as other international
organizations to bring about a more effective use of world
,
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resources snd division of labor based uoon the utmost
development of resources, both human and material throughout
the world. Indeed, it would hardly be an exaggeration to
say that all forms of discriminatory treatment In internationlil
tariffs and other trade barriers are bound to be eliminated.
As regards the main Items for export to China from the
United States, as discussed in Part V, capital goods will
be required mere than anything else. It is a basic fact
that China’s postv/ar industrialization provide mark.ets
for both American capital and products quantities cf
machinery of all types, rail and communications equipments,
fuel and other merchandise. The United States Commerce
Department has recently predicted that imports into China
proper, ^''‘anohurla and Formosa, v'lll reach one billion dollars
annually within the next six years. The United. States should
at least account for a quarter of this market.
China's export to the United States in the Immediate
postiiT.ar years will still be such exportable agricultural
products as wood oil, silk, tea, wool and bristles. A
favorable market is predicted for wood oil, shipments of
which from China oroper avers.ged ^21,000,000 a year in the
1920' Before the last war China exported raw silk to the
value of over $12,000,000 annually. Despite the decreased
consumption, due to competition of rayon and nylon, it is
believed that this figure can be considerably exceeded
because of weakened Japanese competition. China will seek
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a large share of international tea pooling arrangement,
especially since Formosa tea n6w_will be a Chinese product.
Similarly, wool and bristles are expected to find a brisk
demand in the United States. Certain minerals and ores, of
which China is the major producer, particularly tin, antimony
and tungsten, will again be available. The United States
alone formerly brought from China more than «5>0C0,000 a
year of these three items. Cf course, there are many minor
items. The exportation of Manchurian bean and bean .-roducts
will be an important item in obtaining more foreign exchange
to pay for urgently needed imports.
The first substantial commercial shipments of Chinese
merciiandise since the war arrived in San Francisco on the
S. b. ”Presj.dent Grant" of the American President bines on
o’anuary 6th, this year. The cargo Included ^00 bales of
silk, 575 drums of wood oil and 2^0 c* ses of bristles, along
with cotton goods, silk piece goods, furs and skins, linen
goods, procelain vjare, straw braid, feathers, curios, hemp
hats and miscellaneous Chinese merchandise. This shipment
marks the first step in the postwar trade betv/een China and
the United States. With the restoration of normal conditions
in China the flow cf Chinese experts to this country will
increase steadily.
As a matter of fact, the United States should encourage
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products and certain amount of mineral resources. it is
believed that only by mutual exchange may the two countries
receive mutual benefit.
In short, in reviev/lng the economic policy of the two
countries, with the creation of various important inter-
national organizations concerning trade, in the light of
what China now needs, and from the etandooint of what the
United States has and how far she is v;illing to commit, the
trade relationship between the two countries will Indeed
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PROVISIONARY REGULATIONS OF CHINA'S
If/PORT AND EXPORT TRADE
IIS
The following is the full text of the temporary regulations
governing China's Import and exoort trade together with appended
lists, promulgated by the Supreme National Defense Council of
the Chinese National Government on February 26
,
19^6 :
CHAPTER I - IMPORTS
Article 1. Imports are divided Into the following
three categories:
(1) Free Imports;
(2) Licensed Imports; and
( 3 ) Prohibited imports.
Article 2. Commodities not Included in the following
are free Imports:
( 1 ) Commodities listed In the Appended
Lists A, B and C; and
( 2 ) Commodities ’ Isted In the Appended
List of commodities prohibited from
importation.
Article 3« Licensed Imports Include commodities listed
in Appended List A. Importation of such
commodities shall be licensed by the
Martime Customs, which will Issue permits
for the Importation of such commodities.
Article 4-. Prohibited imports include:
( 1 ) Commodities listed in the Appended
List of Commodities Prohibited from
Importation, with the exception of
those with aoproval and permission
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( 2 ) Commodities listed in the Appended
List B shall be absolutely prohibited
from importation; but those which
have already been ordered before the
publication of the present regulations
and which can be transported into
this country within (30) days may be
declared as exceptions to the Chinese
Wartime Customs with ten (lO) days
after the publication of the present 1
regulations.
CHAPTER II - EXPORTS
Article 5 * ^-11 commodities, except those listed in
Appended List C, are allowed to be exoorted
freely; but exporters shall, prior to
declaration at the Maritime Customs, sub-
mit the certificate issued by the designated
banks certifying that foreign exchange will
be realized from the commodities to be
exported, to the Maritime Customs for
examination. Commodities valued less than
twenty-five United States dollars (U.S.
$25) and not to be exported as business
transactions are to be excepted.
CHAPTER III - TEMPOR^.RY
IMPORT PLANNING
COMMITTEE
Article 6 . A Temporary Import Planning Committee is
to be established under the Supreme
Economic Council, to be composed of the
following ministers and dlrectors-general
of adalniitratlona?
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(1) Chairman of the Supreme Eoonoralc
Council, to be chairman of the
Committee
;
(2) Minister of Lcf?nomic Affairs, to be
Vice-chairman of the Committee;
(3) Minister of Finance;
( 4-) Minister of Communications;
(5) Minister of War;
( 6 ) Minister of Food; and
(7) Dlrector-G-eneral of the Chinese
National Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration.
When matters concerning other organizations are to be dis-
cussed by the Committee, the chairman of the Committee may ask
representatives or the organizations concerned to attend the
meeting.
Article 7 * The Powers of the Temporary Import planning
Committee are as follov/s:
(1) To Judge and decide on important
commodities necessary to be Imported
during the period of rehabilitation;
(2) To compile and list the quantities, plajpe,
and dates of arrival of commodities
ordered or to be ordered or purchased;
(3) To draw up plans of Importation of
commodities according to the following
conditions:
(A) National financial and economic
power; (B) Whether the needs of
import are urgent or not and the
extent of utilization; and (C)
The balance of barter and credit
agreements concluded with foreign
countries;
( 4-) To prevent various organizations from
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In foreign countries;
(5) To decide on the sources of supply
and to utilize fully enemy reparations
rnd surplus suoplles of United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administra-
tion for surolua raw materials;
(6) To direct the distribution and market-
ing of commodities imported or to be
imported; and
(7) To examine the need of imports of those
organizations so as to harmonize them
in order to avoid duplication and un-
necessary expenditure.
Article Staff members of the Committee are to be
furnished by the organizations concerned.
CHAPTER IV - SUFPLE'iEN-
TARY REGULATIONS
Article 9* Under the direction of the Committee, the
Maritime Customs may:
(1) Administer the Importation of commod-
ities listed in Apoended List A; and
(2) Execute the importation of the exempted
commodities listed in Appended List B
as stipulated in paragraph 2 of Article
4 of the present regulations.
Article 10. The Maritime Customs may establish a liceni 9
department to issue import licenses and
shall coordinate closely with the Central
Bank of China.
Article 11. The present regulations are to become
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Following are the three lists appended to the teraoorary
regulations governing import and export trades
LIST A
Fart One. Articles which may he imported only after
obtaining a special license from the Mari-
time Customs;
Item
Passenger motor cars (other t>ian those on
the prohibited list) and chasls thereof.




Part Two. Articles liable to a luxury surtax of
fifty per cent on the existing tariff rates





Wines, Beer, spirits, table waters, etc.
Cigarettes, cigars, snuff and chewing
tobacco, prepared tobacco.
Jewelry and ornaments, N. 0. P. F.
Pearls, real and Imitation.
Precious and s eral-preclous stones (not
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Luxuries the Import of which is prohibited:
Item
Imitation gold or silver thread,
on c otton
.
Lace, trimmings, embroidered goods,
and all other material used for decora-
tive or ornamental purposes; and all
products made wholly thereof (cotton;
flax; ramie; hemp; Jute; wool; silk).
Woolen carpets, carpets, carpeting and
all other floor coverings, pure or raixe 1.
Imitation gold and silver thread, on
silk, pure or mixed.
Silk knitted tissue, pure or mixed.
Silk velvets, plushes and all other
pile clothes, pure or mixed.
Silk tash goods, pure or mixed, N.O.P. f.
Silk clothing and all other silk artid
of personal wear and parts and access-
ories thereof, N. 0. P. F.
iB
Automobiles v:ith seven-passenger
capacity or less whose net F..0.B.
factory cost to dealers exceeds









Decorative or ornamental materials
or products, N. O.P.F. (including
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mechanios trimmings, etc.).
Maincure sets and parts thereof; powder
puffs and cases and vanity cases.
Perfumery; cosmetics.
Toys and games.
(A) Umbrellas and sun- and (G) shades:
(a) with ha.ndles wholly or partly
made of precious metals, ivory mother
of pearl, tortoise shell, agate, etc.,
or Jeweled; (b) with all other handles,
silk and silk mixtures.
« i» «
LIST C
Items the export of which is prohibited unless permission
granted by the Grovernment through the Maritime Customs:
1 . Government controlled mineral products,
namely, the metallic ores and smeltered
metal of tungsten, antimony, tin and
quicksilver,
2 . Silver coins, silver bullion, gold
bullion, subsidiary coins of nickel
and metal alloy, copper cash and coin
and corper remelted therefrom.
3. Salt.
4-. Live wild animals and birds of all klndj
( Including game.
)
5. Bird skins with feathers.
6 . Antiques.
7. Original writings of Dr. Sun Yat-sen,
ancient Chinese books and archives of
Government departments.
Rice, paddy, wheat, wheat flour and
manufacture thereof.
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FOREIGN COMPANIES IN CHINA
Follov/lng is a translation of the guiding
princlDies of the Revised Co'^.pany Law
conoerning foreign companies which were
adopted by the Supreme National Defense
Council on June IS, 19^5* The English
version has been released for nubile
’reference pending the promulgation of
the full text of the law; an amended
translation will be Issued, if any modi-
fications are made in the final phases
of the legislative procedure.
A.RTICLE XV. foreign companies in this Law refer to
companies or corporations of all kinds which are run for
profit, with their head -'f flees outside, and their branch
offices Inside, of the territory of the Republic of China.
AilTIGLE XVI. No foreign coracany can apply for a
] Icense unless It has been duly registered and incorporeted
according to the laws of its ovm state and, in the absence
of a .Icense, no branch office shall be established in
China.
ARTICLE XVII. For any of the following causes, no
license shall be granted to a foreign company:
(A.) Its object or business is repugnant to the
laws, or subversive of the public order, or contrary to
the decent customs of the Republic of China;
(B) The locality -/here it Intends to establish
a branch office is not open to a foreign residence, or the
buslneHS it purports to be engaged In is forbidden of
foreign nationals;
(G) The foreign company has no Intention of
setting up a branch office inside of the territory of the
Republic of China, or no head office in its ov/n state,
or when having both no correct address is given thereof;
(D) When it alms at evading the laws of its
:>n country, or making use of the lav/s of s third country
to acquire Juristic personality with a view to obtaining a
license to transact business in China and enjoying the
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(E) V/hen any of the particulars contained In
Article XVIII have been falsely entered, or the country
to v/hlch the applicant foreign company belongs does not
grant licenses to Chinese companies.
ARTICLE XVIII. Any foreign company, in applying for
a Icense, should declare the following particulars and
submit, along *rlth the apollcat Ion
,
ell related documents;
(A) Addrecs of Its head office In its ov;n country
end 53dress or addresses of ‘ts branch offices Inside of
Chinese territory;
(B) Scope of business and total amount of caoltal;
(G) Name of the company and the class to v«rhich
the nature of its business belongs;
(D) The articles of Incorporation and a facsimile
photograph of the registration certificate issued by its
"wi country, and dates of incorporation and registration;
(E) Name, address and nationality of the represen-
tative, proxy or agent of the comoany;
(F) Transcript copy of special lavj or decree in
case the company has been formed thereunder;
(G) Other artlculars required by Chinese law
and decree;
All of the documents mentioned above, v.^lth the exception
of name lists, shall be accompanied by their respective
Chinese versions.
CUTICLE XIX. The application of a foreign company
for a license shall be made by the executive shareholders
or 8 member of the board of directors of its head office,
or Its representative or agent in China, or the proxy of
any one of the persons mentioned above. The applicant
sh--»uld submit his nationality certificate ard letter of
autb.orlzatlon
,
or pov/er of attorney from the head office.
ARTICLE XX. Any foreign company, upon being granted
a license, shall according to law, be entitled to the same
rights and privileges as v/ell as the same obligations as
Cvilnese companies of a similar category.
ARTICLE XXI. Any licensed foreign company may lease
or purchase real estate needed for the transaction of its
i
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buslnees, after It has obtained the approval of the competent
authority, and on condition that its ov/n country grants the
same rights and orlvlleges to Chinese conpanles.
/JRTICLE XXII. A foreign company v/hioh has failed,
at the time of application for a license, to register par-
ticulars v/hlch should have been declared or to register
changes v;hlch have been made In the oarticulars, shall not
bring any legal action against others on the basis of such
undeclared particulars.
/•J^TICLE XXIII. Any :.lcensed foreign company undeslrous
of carrying on its business should have its license revoked
but, rending the revocation of the certificate, it should
remain bound to all of its obligations
ARTICLE XIV. Because of any of the folloTr’ing causes,
a license Issued to a foreign company may be revoked by
the c-^mpetent authority:
(A) It fails to do business six months after
It has been granted a license, and has not filed an appli-
cation for postronoment
,
or susnends business of its own
accord for a period of more than one year after it has
started to operate;
(B) A declaration of bankruptcy has been made;
(G) The documents and statements submitted at
the time of application for a license are later found to
be incorrect or false;
(D) The head office of the company concerned
has been liquidated;
(E) The company Is found to be violating this
or other laws.
ARTICLE XXV. Any foreign company, carrying on a
business inside of Chinese territory as a company without
having stained a license according to this Lav^, shall be
liable to a fine and susoenslon of business.
ARTICLE XXVI. Any licensed foreign company shall be
organized and shall conduct its business in accordance
v;ith its articles of incor"orr t Ion or, In the absence of
such, in accordance v-ith the
.’a vs ''f its o;.ti country.
H.wever, all its business dealings are amenable to Chinese
laws -nd decrees.
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ARTICLE XXVII. Register of shareholders and all books
rand accounts of a licensed foreign ccnoany are subject to
Inspection, when and if clrcunstances so demand, by the
competent authority.
ARTICLE XXVIII. Besides this Law, all foreign oompaniee
are subject to such other laws as govern their respective
business activities.
ARTICLE XXIX. Provisions for penalties or fines are
not treated under a seoarate sueclal section, but are
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